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IHAI BULLETIN
Greetings and a very Happy Christmas to all
our members around the island of Ireland
and abroad.
Welcome to the December issue of IHAI Bulletin. In the bumper October issue, Lar Joye and his team at
Dublin Port gave us a fascinating and detailed account of some of the many interesting industrial heritage
features of the port area, together with particulars of exciting repurposing and arts projects that are in
course of development. More recently, members of the Association were given an opportunity to view
the history, workings and future planning of Dublin Port from the water during one of the first two IHAI
field trips since the easing of pandemic restrictions.
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The other visit was the visit to Fancroft Mill and Gardens in
association with the 2021 Annual General Meeting. Some
further details of these events are given in this Bulletin.
Also included in this issue is a short article on manholes and
other access panels, features that we pass over every day and
which represent a small but interesting aspect of industrial
heritage.

2021 AGM at Fancroft

Lar Joye, Port Heritage Director, describing the
heritage and workings of Dublin Port to members
of IHAI during their visit on Thursday 18th
November 2021.

The 2021 Annual General Meeting of the Industrial Heritage
Association of Ireland was held at Fancroft Mill and Gardens
on Saturday 11th September. The mill is located on a tributary of the Little Brosna River straddling the
boundary between Co. Offaly and Co. Tipperary, about 4km. from Roscrea. Marcus and Irene Sweeney,
who have been conserving the mill since 2006, generously hosted the visit, for which the Association is
extremely grateful.
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The oldest existing section of the mill complex dates from
around 1780, when the Pims, a family of Quaker millers,
established the enterprise. The mill was enlarged a hundred
years later, when the original waterwheel was replaced with
the current one, supplied by the Byrne Foundry, James’s Street,
Dublin. A third set of grinding stones was also installed at this
time. Later, further additions were made to the complex.
Although grain milling ceased in the mid-1940’s, the buildings
continued in use until the early 1990’s.
The mill complex at Fancroft
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The gardens at Fancroft, together with the mill, are well worth a visit when, hopefully, pandemic
restrictions are eased again. For further information visit http://www.fancroft.ie
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The Annual General Meeting followed the usual
format. Mary-Liz McCarthy was elected as the new
President of IHAI, whilst Dermot O’Dwyer, Ron Cox
and Tim Odlum were re-elected as Vice-President,
Secretary and Treasurer respectively. The current
Directors had agreed to continue to serve on the
Board. Niall Colfer and Lar Joye stepped down and,
having been formally nominated, were re-elected.

Membership fees will remain as last year. During the
Members’ Forum suggestions were made for the
appointment of an Outreach Officer, the need to
attract new members and for a visit to the restored
mill at Ballyduggan, Co. Down and the surrounding The 4.5 metre diameter breast shot waterwheel at Fancroft
area. All of these matters will be considered by the incoming Board. David Wynne proposed a vote of
thanks to Ron Cox for his dedicated service as Secretary over many years and this was agreed by all
present.
In her closing remarks, our new President Mary-Liz McCarthy thanked IHAI members for supporting her
nomination and thanked Paul McMahon, the outgoing President, for his work over the past years. She
said that a membership drive will be at the top of her agenda and she is looking forward to the return of
outings and site visits. Finally, she thanked Irene and Marcus Sweeney for hosting the meeting and
providing lunch and reminded those present that, in lieu of their hospitality, donations to their two
nominated charities, Focus Ireland and Medecins sans Frontieres, would be welcome.

Visit to Dublin Port
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IHAI members visited Dublin Port on Thursday 18th November 2021. The event was kindly hosted by the
Dublin Port Company and a special feature of the tour was that it took place on board the Dublin Bay
cruise boat, St. Bridget, which gave participants a different perspective from that seen from the landside.
Lar Joye, Port Heritage Director and Board member of IHAI, provided an informative commentary as we
cruised slowly around the port area and along the River Liffey. Details were given of current operations
and developments in progress and planned, as well as of historical
features. There was far too much to report here, but a few highlights
may be mentioned.
In 2020, Dublin Port had a throughput of almost 37 million tonnes,
slightly down on the previous year, and 800,000 passengers, a significant
reduction from 2019 when nearly 2 million were handled, a result of the
Covid pandemic.
The importance of maintaining deep-water berths and the need to
provide improved linkages between the north port area and the south
port area are two issues facing Dublin Port. Other issues include the
retention and possible re-use of important heritage features (as outlined
in the October Bulletin) and enhanced integration of the port area with
the wider city.

The ‘St. Bridget’, a 26 m steelhulled vessel, at Berth 18
awaiting the arrival of IHAI
members. Behind her, the
‘Clipper Pennant’ is loading
trucks for the P&O Ferries
service to Liverpool.

The on-going redevelopment of Alexandra Basin, which includes the construction of approximately 3 km
of quay walls, the deepening of the basin and channel and the provision of a new RoRo terminal, together
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with the conservation of industrial heritage, will ensure that Dublin Port will continue to accommodate
larger sea-going vessels.

The ‘Sixtene’, a 217 metre long RoRo vessel, berthed at Ocean Quay at the eastern side of Alexandra Basin.
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A proposed new Southern Port Access Route (SPAR), a private internal port road, will allow heavy goods
vehicles to access the port facilities on the Poolbeg Peninsula within the port estate, thereby reducing
traffic on Tom Clarke Toll Bridge and on East Wall Road.

Container handling facilities in the south port area, on the Poolbeg Peninsula, which will benefit from the
enhanced access provided by the SPAR project.
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In terms of heritage, a major proposal is to create a Dublin
Port Distributed Museum, linked by a pedestrian and cycle
route extending from the Diving Bell on Sir John
Rogerson’s Quay to the former Odlum’s Flour Mill on
Alexandra Road and incorporating other heritage features
such as the Scherzer Bridge, two cranes, the Victorian SubStation and the Pumphouse. The mill will be developed in
stages to provide a mix of port operational uses, a National
Maritime Archive, two 300-seat performance venues,
along with working and studio spaces for artists and
exhibition spaces.
There were many other things to see and hear about from
Lar Joye’s commentary and it was a most excellent visit.
Our thanks to Lar and to Dublin Port.
The former Odlum’s Flour Mill as seen
from Alexandra Basin. It will form the
eastern landmark of the proposed Port
Distributed Museum.
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Manhole and Other Access Covers
Michael Grace
Industrial heritage can be contemplated from almost anywhere, even from a walk along a city centre
street or a suburban road! Whilst out walking recently, my attention was drawn to the various manhole
and other access covers, many of them of cast iron. These remind us of the various infrastructural
networks that lie hidden below our feet and which facilitate our twenty-first century lifestyle. They
provide access for the maintenance of water supply, drainage, telephone/data, electricity supply and, in
some places, cable television services.
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They are also objects of more direct industrial heritage interest, being the products of various foundries,
many of them local and, sadly, now mostly gone. A few examples of my findings are shown below.

This cover, dated 1962, was cast by J. J. Conway
& Sons Ltd. at their foundry on Jamestown Road,
Inchicore, Dublin. The company was very active
in the production of manhole covers during the
‘50s, ‘60s and ‘70s and many examples of Conway
covers may be seen, especially in the Dublin area.

Tonge and Taggart, South City Foundry was
established in Bishop Street, Dublin in 1869. It later
moved to Windmill Lane and later again to East Wall
Road. The firm supplied many manhole covers but
this picture shows a coal-hole cover. Coal-holes may
be seen on many Georgian and Victorian streets in
Dublin and elsewhere. They allowed for the delivery
of coal to the houses directly from the street.

Hammond Lane Foundry was another well-known
producer of manhole covers. This example dates
from 1958 and was seen in Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Note the word ‘Corporation’ cast into the cover
and the blank above the date. Was it from a
pattern also used for Dublin Corporation?

Although set in modern paving on St. Stephen’s
Green, this manhole cover carries the emblem of
the former Department of Posts and Telegraphs,
the telephone section of which became Telecom
Eireann in 1983 and is now Eir. There is no
makers name or date.
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An example of the many manhole covers supplied
by the Cavanagh Foundry, Birr, Co. Offaly. The
firm was established more than 200 years ago and
was acquired by an American company, EJ in
2000. The foundry closed in 2014 but production
of composites continues at Birr.
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Another manhole cover from the Hammond Lane
Foundry, located near Smithfield in Dublin. It is
thought that a foundry existing at this location
from the mid-18th century. The Hammond Lane
company is now a major scrap metal recycling
enterprise.

Bygone Days 9
Can you identify the location of this bridge we visited on the 22nd May 2016?

Finally, the answer to the ‘Bygone Days’ memory test in the last Bulletin is
the north-eastern wall of the original Kingstown railway shed, completed
in 1837.
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